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Health science & the media
•  Timely and accurate reporting is critical for 

communicating important new findings to the public 

•  Journalists are implicitly tasked with selecting a handful 
of ‘newsworthy’ articles from the huge volume published 
every day 

•  We don’t know much about how these decisions are 
made 



Aim

•  Can we predict which published health science 
articles will receive media attention?  
–  If so, what are the most discriminative features?  

•  a priori we might expect such articles to contain 
words involving weight-loss, etc. 
–  other expectations? 

 



Corpus construction

•  It’s easy to identify positive examples 



…	  



…	  



Corpus construction

•  But what constitute negative examples? 



Matched sampling
•  Strategy: identify articles with characteristics such that 

they should have had equal chance of being ‘picked 
up’ by the media but (very probably) were not 

•  Specifically: sample a set of ‘negative’ articles for each 
‘positive’ article that were published in the same 
journal and in the same year 



Matched sampling

set of Reuters articles 
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Matched sampling

set of Reuters articles 

a specific article published scientific article matched scientific articles 



Corpus
•  We downloaded 1,343 (‘positive’) Reuters piece / article pairs 

–  Reuters articles were published between 1/2012 and 9/2014 

•  For each article, we sampled up to 20 ‘matched’ articles 
published in the same journal and in the same year, but not 
covered by Reuters 
–  Heuristically filtered to attempt to include only full-length original 

research articles 
–  In total: 27,567 articles 

•  Our data is available @ 
https://github.com/bwallace/w3phi-2015  



Learning
•  Standard text classification pipeline 

•  Uni- and bi-gram Bag-of-Words representation encoding 
title, abstract and MeSH terms 
–  English stopwording 
–  Kept tokens observed in >= 100 articles 
–  14,614 features in total 

•  Logistic regression with a squared L2 norm penalty for 
regularization 
–  We tuned the regularization parameter on the train set to 

maximize  



Can we predict media coverage?

10-fold cross validation: average AUC 0.76, range (0.75, 0.811) 



So, yes. "
But what words correlate with media coverage?



Features that predict media coverage



Features that predict media coverage

 “intuitively agreeable”



Features that predict media coverage

What’s up with these??!
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One theory: these capture 
numerical (post-hoc) analyses 
of data, not primary studies!



Features that predict media coverage

What’s up with these??!
!
One theory: these capture 
numerical (post-hoc) analyses 
of data, not primary studies!

This would also explain why 
patients and clinical negatively 
correlate with coverage!



Additional evidence for this hypothesis



On the predictive value of ‘000’
•  The token ‘000’ ranked relatively high in terms of 

predicting coverage 
–  This seemed weird 

•  It may be a stylistic thing -- real examples: 
–  "Having more than 2 dermatologists per 100 000" 
–  "Pediatric sudden cardiac death (SCD) occurs in an estimated 0.8 

to 6.2 per 100 000 children annually" 
–  "Prevalence per 10 000 population..” 

•  Wild conjecture: could expressing probabilities this way 
influence the likelihood that a journalist covers an article? 



Press releases
•  Journals often issue press releases; many journalists 

presumably follow these to decide what to cover 

•  We have so far ignored such factors (we do not know 
which articles in our Reuters corpus received press 
releases) 

 



When do journals issue press releases?

•  To answer this, we constructed a second corpus from all 
press releases issued by JAMA in 2013 and 2014 

•  In total: 1133 ‘positive’ articles for which press releases 
were issued 
–  We again sampled ‘matched’ negative articles, which appeared in 

JAMA in the same year but were not given a press release 

•  Same learning setup as before 
 
 



Can we predict press releases?

10-fold cross validation: average AUC 0.88, range (0.85, 0.92) 



Features that predict press releases



Features that predict press releases
Note the emphasis on 
the p-value!!



press releases media coverage



Moving forward
•  Improve matched sampling by matching articles in the 

same volume, not only journal and year 

•  Improve learning approach train discriminative model on 
pairwise representation of positive/matched negative 
articles, instead of grouping these together into one 
training set 
–  i.e., yi = sign{w•(xi – xi

matched)} for all articles match matched for xi
 

 



Moving forward

•  A new dataset (Sumners et al.) is available that includes articles 
followed from press releases to media coverage (or not): we will 
explore this  

•  Includes data on whether claims have been exaggerated; a potential 
future line of work might explore modeling this 

 



Questions?

Data @ https://github.com/bwallace/w3phi-2015 
 
byron.wallace@utexas.edu 
http://byron.ischool.utexas.edu 
 
mpaul39@gmail.com 
http://cs.jhu.edu/~mpaul/ 
 
noemie.elhadad@columbia.edu 
http://people.dbmi.columbia.edu/noemie/ 


